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If that is the case for your child or group, consider offering the option between choosing two different prompts
to respond to. Our lives are worth singing, drawing, reading, and writing about! As they practice writing
sentences and thinking about their experiences, students will become more comfortable expressing their
feelings through writing. I appreciate it! Later in previous writing sessions as kids are ready move on to
labeling the items in the picture or writing a sentence on your modeled writing. Would you rather have a pet
cat or dog? Thank you. The set is created to align with common core writing standards for kindergarten and
first grade, but they work well outside of a common core environment as well. We Immerse Children in
Predictable Texts! What is your favorite thing to play outside? Write about a time you helped your parents.
We've included enough fun prompts for each week of the school year! Most kids will enjoy the variety of
topics included in the writing prompt sets. Take a look, and let me know which ones you love the most by
pinning them or leaving a comment below. I always struggle with writing prompts- great ideas!! The autumn
season is quickly approaching, and with the falling leaves and cooler temperatures come ripening apples, the
smells of cinnamon, and of course, several fun fall holidays. Kindergarten Writing: Ch. I also included my
popular editing checklist to help those little writers self edit and improve their grammar and writing. If kids
have writing tools available and write regularly they will naturally experiment with print making and
beginning writing. However, some might do better if they are able to choose between different prompts when
responding. Write about a time when you had to wait for something? Kindergartners will reflect on their
relationships with their friends and parents and imagine what it would be like to be in charge of the school.
What is the best gift you ever received? Beginning writers can also use the unlined prompt pages but in
addition to the detailed picture they can add labels to the objects in their picture or write a phonetically spelled
sentence to go along with the picture.


